PhD Welcome Day

Administrative and management services, libraries and safety issues at UniTrento: an overview

Scientific-Technological area PhDs - Cycle 34
November 12, 2018 - 9.00-13.00
Conference Room B107, Polo Ferrari 2
via Sommarive, 9 - Povo (Trento)

9.00-9.15 Welcome speech, Giuseppina Orlandini (Deputy-Rector for Doctoral studies)
9.15-10.15 General presentation, Laura Martuscelli (Head of Doctorate office - S&T)
10.15-10.30 Safety and emergency issues, Riccardo Ceccato (Deputy-Rector for Safety)
10.30-11.00 Library website, [online] resources and services, Maria Barbone (University Library System)
11.00-11.20 Coffee break
11.20-11.40 Language courses, Felicity Hope (Coordinator for English, Polo Collina)
11.40-12.15 Administrative services, Mirella Collini (Head of Administration services for Teaching and Research)
12.15-12.30 Conclusions, Laura Martuscelli
12.30-13.00 Portfolio and Doctoral records (reserved for Physics, Mathematics, ICAM, Biomolecular Sciences and MMSE PhDs)

Organizer:
PhD Office, Science and Technology Area

Further enquiries to:
phd.office-st@unitn.it